
KIM HUGHES

"I have increased my day rate

by 30% since joining BBB and

we are ready to go again "



GOLDINGS

COMMUNICATIONS

www.goldings-comms.co.uk 

Goldings Communications is a family-run Public Relations,

reputation management and communications company

providing a range of digital and traditional PR services, from

consultancy and strategy to delivery and results.

They position businesses, SMEs, charities and not-for-profits

in all the right places so that the people who matter the most

know who they are, what they stand for, and what they’re

best at.

KIM HUGHES

With more than 19 years’ experience in PR, communications and

journalism, Kim knows how important it is to have all the right

structures in place - robust specialist systems, efficient processes,

and her own strong brand.

After completing the BBB Launch Programme in July 2021, Kim

joined BBB as Build member to further her business growth.  

http://www.goldings-comms.co.uk/


THE CHALLENGE

Kim worried about making obvious mistakes and wasting
time early in business, she wanted to find a solution for this
where she would be supported along the way. 

"I wanted something that would  propel me to where I wanted
to be faster so I wasn't wasting time and figuring things out the
hard way".
 
"I definitely needed some stability in the early stages, or at least
some support when the peaks and troughs arrived".

"I looked at various business coaching options including 121
coaching but quickly learnt that the power and benefit of group
coaching should not be underestimated!"

Kim joined BBB's 3 month intense Launch programme
which fast tracked her business immensely and gave her
the community support she had hoped for. 

“The Launch programme propelled me to where I wanted to be
and everything I learnt along the way has been of great value. I
love being part of a community where everyone supports each
other and it’s inspiring to see other like minded business
owners getting the rewards and what they deserve knowing we
can follow that path".

"The Monthly sessions are super energising and there’s so
much to takeaway and implement. The timing of sessions is
perfect as you get a hit just as the boost starts to wear off, it’s
like a monthly accountability kick up the bum mixed with a
shot of high energy enthusiasm".



Standing firm

on pricing

with clients,

not

discounting
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prices,

increased

day rate by
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Know our

worth, 

much more

confident

leading

conversations

with clients 

"If I need time to get results or to allow me to solve a clients pain, I am confident to
have that conversation thanks to the advice from BBB”

THE RESULTS



THE RESULTS

Kim has embraced everything that BBB has to offer. Her
confidence has grown hugely and she's been surprised by
the results she has achieved in such a short amount of
time. 

“Know your worth - this advice has been instrumental in us
driving the business results we wanted. I now know how and
where I deliver for our clients best, talk to the client with much
more confidence and certainty about how I can help them and
lead that conversation as the expert".

"Thanks to George, I am now much more assertive and will
stand firm on pricing with clients. I won't offer discounts when
challenged which is something I used to struggle with'.

Kim has seen a lot of changes in herself since joining BBB,
she is continually impressed by the content being delivered
by George and Tracey and the thought and care they give
their members. 

“I would highly recommend BBB to anyone considering
business coaching, I have been truly amazed by the results and
the change I have seen in myself over the last few months".

“BBB is really person centred – there’s a lot of thought and care
put into what they do and you can see that they are continuing
to invest to make sure they offer the maximum product for
their members. They are always willing to adapt to
accommodate their members and offer help wherever they
can." 

"The content is fabulous, you not only get George and Tracey,
they call in connections who compliment their overall message
and  provide technical specialities to help businesses grow".



“BBB is really person centred – there’s a lot
of thought and care put into what they do
and you can see that they are continuing to
invest to make sure they offer the
maximum product for their members.”


